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Spacecraft Radiation Torques
1. INTRODUCTION
In the design of spacecraft attitude-control systems, all torques that tend to disturb the
attitude of a spacecraft must be considered. One of these is the torque resulting from
radiation forces on the spacecraft surfaces.
The principal source of radiation force is direct solar illumination. Earth-reflected sunlight
and infrared emission from the Earth and its atmosphere are additional sources for
spacecraft in Earth orbit. Asymmetrical emission of electromagnetic energy (typically heat
or radio signals) from onboard the spacecraft should also be considered as a radiation source.
Major factors in the determination of radiation torques are
(1) The intensity, spectrum, and direction of the incident or emitted radiation
(2) The shape of the surface and the location of the Sun face with respect to the mass
center of the spacecraft
(3) The optical properties of the surface upon which the radiation is incident or from
which it is emitted
Solar irradiation varies as the inverse square of the distance between the spacecraft and the
Sun. Consequently, for spacecraft in Earth orbit, this contribution to the radiation force is
essentially independent of altitude. Because most other disturbance torques tend to
diminish with increasing altitude, radiation torque is most likely to be a significant factor in
the design of spacecraft with large surface area that operate at orbital altitudes above about
1000 km.
Where radiation torque is an important factor ill the determination of spacecraft attitude
motion, in the sizing of control actuators, or in the determination of expendable fuel
requirements, attention should be given to the geometry and characteristics of the external
surfaces of the spacecraft to control or minimize the torques. The configuration and
orientation of large solar arrays and antemms and the effects of thermal-control coatings on
surfaces must be carefully considered.
When the spacecraft deploys entended, flexible structures, deformations or deflections
caused by gravitational or aerodynamic forces and thermal stresses may cause changes in the
spacecraft geometry and the location of the mass center. The consequences of these
structural deflectionson the radiationtorque arediscussedin this document;effectsof
dynamiccouplingandinteractionwith the spacecraftattitude-controlsystemaretreatedin
aseparatemonograph,NASASP-8016(ref. 1).
2. STATE OF THE ART
2.1 General
Radiation incident on a spacecraft's surface generates forces that may cause a torque about
the spacecraft's mass center. Surface characteristics are dominant among the factors causing
both the radiation and aerodynamic torques that act on a spacecraft. Because the
aerodynamic forces diminish rapidly with increasing altitude, and because radiation forces
are nearl_ constant (for near-Earth orbits), radiation torques generally are the larger at
altitudes above 1000 kin.
2.2 Historical Background
In the 18th century, the widely accepted corpuscular theory of light prompted scientists to
associate a force with electromagnetic radiation. Attempts to demonstrate this force in
experiments failed because of the inadequacy of experimental techniques. When the wave
theory of light gained general acceptance, interest in these experiments walled.
In 1873, Maxwell published his "Treatise on Electricity artd Magnetism" (ref. 2), ill which
he defined the concept of radiation pressure caused by light radiation as follows: "... in a
medium in which waves are propagated there is a pressure in the direction norlnal to the
waves [i.e., in the direction of propagation] and numerically equal to the energy in the unit
of volume." Maxwell provided a derivation for this relationship based on the electromag-
netic theory. More recently, the quantum-theory approach yielded the same result (ref. 3).
The first measurements of radiation pressure and of its numerical equivalence to the energy
of the propagating medium were made by Lebedew in 1900 (ref. 4) and Nichols and Hull in
1903 (ref. 5). It is unfortunate that the term "pressure" has remained in use, for this term
can be taken to imply only normal forces acting on surfaces. The existence of both normal
and shear components of the radiation force acting on a surface was recognized and
reported by several investigators early in this century, including Poynting (ref. 6).
Although radiation forces are very small in absolute magnitude, certain space missions (e.g.,
interplanetary flight) present opportunities to use these forces constructively, as evidenced
in proposals for spacecraft propulsion (refs. 7 and 8) and attitude control (ref. 9).
Flight experience with associated disturbance torques is described in the following section.
2.3 Flight Experience
2.3.1 Radiation Torque Caused by Thermally Induced
Bending
The Alouette 1 satellite represents one of the first documented flight experiences in which
significant effects of radiation disturbance torque were encountered. This spacecraft had
four long antennas extended radially outward from its spin axis. The combination of solar
heating and an intrinsic thermal time delay caused asymmetrical bending of these antennas.
As shown in figure 1, an antenna moving away from the Sun is bent in the direction of
satellite rotation; an antenna swinging toward the Sun is bent counter to the rotation. Thus,
an antenna swinging away from the Sun is exposed to the radiation force for a shorter time
than is one moving toward the Sun. The result of this unequal exposure of antennas is a
torque about the spin axis. As shown in figure 2, Alouette 1 was thus subjected to a slow
but steady decrease of spin rate.
The Explorer 20 satellite had extended flexible booms, which exhibited the same
asymmetrical bending properties as did the antennas of Alouette 1 and caused comparable
anomalous spin behavior. The resulting despin rate of Explorer 20 was 1.6 rpm/yr (ref. 10).
To reduce the despin rate of Alouette 2, specially designed solar-radiation-torque
compensation plates were added to the antenna tips (ref. 10). Immediately after antenna
deployment, the spin rate was 2.25 rpm. After 2.5 yr, the spin rate decreased to 1.99 rpm
(ref. 11). This despin rate of 0. 10 rpm/yr, compared to 0.60 rpm/yr for Alouette 1 and 1.60
rpm/yr for Explorer 20, shows the improvement achieved through the use of compensating
tip plates.
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Figure 1.-Bending of the antennas of Alouette 1.
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Figure 2.-Alouette ] spin decay (ref. 9).
2.3.2 Radiation Torques Caused by Tilted Solar Panels
When a spacecraft uses tilted solar-cell panels, the radiation force oll a panel produces a
component of torque along the symmetry axis in a manner analogous to that of windmill or
propeller blades. If all panels have a pitch angle of the same sign, the resultant net torque
along the symmetry axis perturbs the existing angular rate about this axis. The Beacon
Explorer-B (Explorer 22) satellite, illustrated in figure 3, experienced this type of
disturbance when the solar radiation torques caused its spin rate to increase and decrease
alternately (ref. 12). On the Transit 4A and 4B satellites, this radiation torque was used to
generate a slow spin rate to improve the thermal balance during periods of 100 percent
illumination. These satellites used four vanes that were black on one side and highly
reflective on the other. The vanes were attached to the spacecraft as if to a windmill, and
solar radiation provided the required spin torque (ref. 13).
Figure3.-BeaconExplorer-B(Explorer22).
2.3.3 Spacecraft Tumbling Because of Radiation Torques
The DODGE satellite, illustrated in figure 4, contained 10 extendable booms, which were to
be used to study gravity-stabilization techniques at near-synchronous altitudes. Initially, two
booms were deployed to 22.9 m (75 ft) each to form the unsymmetrical configuration
illustrated in'figure 5. The solar radiation torques on this configuration were sufficient to
cause the DODGE satellite to tumble. Calculations that had not included the effects of
radiation torque had indicated that the satellite should swing to a peak angle of about 55 °
relative to the local vertical and would then librate in pitch. This libration was to be reduced
to zero by extending two additional booms to form a symmetrical X configuration (ref. 14)
at the end of the first half of the first libration period (about 6 hr). When the
radiation-torque effect was included in more detailed calculations, it was verified that
radiation torques would indeed cause the unsymmetrical satellite to tumble. When the
symmetrical X configuration was used, the effect of the radiation torque was redtlced, the
tumbling was eliminated, and gravity capture was achieved.
Figure 4.-DODGE satellite.
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Figure 5.-Unsymmetrical configuration for DODGE satellite.
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2.3.4 Active Balance of Radiation Torques
On Mariner 4, controllable solar vanes were mounted on the outboard tips of each of the
four solar panels (fig. 6). The vanes provided 0.65 m 2 (7 ft 2) of reflecting surface and were
to be deployed to a nominal 35 ° angle to the plane of the solar panels. The vanes had three
functions. They shifted the point of application of the net solar radiation force to a point
behind the spacecraft center of mass to give a statically stable configuration, allowed for
adjustment and neutralization of solar radiation torques, and produced spacecraft-oscillation
damping by producing a slight force in opposition to the spacecraft angular velocity.
The first function was accomplished by deploying the vanes in a swept-back position; the
second, by moving the vanes with stepping motors connected to the attitude-control gas
jets. The third function was accomplished by sensing the spacecraft attitude with respect to
the Sun and moving the vanes through a small angle to damp spacecraft oscillation.
vane actuator
Roll jete_ ' _ _ 5n _noCn :_ CaOssemdbliicU
__/_ Solar vane
Figure 6.-Mariner 4 satellite.
When deployed during flight, the solar vanes overtraveled and assumed initial angles that
ranged from 21 ° to 11 °. Despite the overtravel, the first function was successfully
accomplished, and a net restoring torque of 1.1 dyn-cm/deg in pitch and 1.7 dyn-cm/deg in
yaw achieved. In addition, the automatic torque-balancing system functioned ill yaw and
compensated for the radiation torque on the high-gain antenna. The pitch-axis vanes failed
to operate because of an electrical lockup in the actuators. Because variations in the leakage
from the gas valves produced disturbance torques that exceeded the vane damping
capability, it was not possible to establish whether the mechanism intended to accolnplish
spacecraft oscillation damping was working (ref. 15). Because the radiation disturbance
torque was small compared to other disturbance torques, primarily mass expulsion, solar
vanes were not used on the recently launched Mariners 6 and 7.
2.3.5 Structural Bending Because of Radiation Forces
Radiation and gravitational forces and thermal gradients may cause deflections resulting in
structural asymmetry and displacement of the mass center when long, flexible structures are
present on a spacecraft. The Radio Astronomy Explorer, with its four 229 m (750-ft)
extendable antennas, furnishes an example of the large deflections that can occur. Solar
radiation force accounts for a tip deflection of only 4.6 m (15 ft), but combined with other
environmental forces and thermal effects, a total tip deflection of approximately 46 m (150
ft) results. Tip deflections of this magnitude produce a considerable increase in the radiation
torque and can produce a significant angular motion of the satellite during half an orbit (ref.
16).
2.4 Radiation Sources
Sources of electromagnetic radiation that cause forces and possible torques to act on a
spacecraft are
(1) Direct solar photon radiation
(2) Solar radiation reflected by the Earth and its atmosphere
(3) Radiation from the Earth and its atmosphere
(4) Radiation from the spacecraft
The most important cause of radiation torques is direct solar photon radiation. The forces
caused by the other sources are usually at least an order of magnitude smaller. In force
calculations, the intensity of solar corpuscular radiation (the solar wind) is usually
negligible.
2.4.1 Solar Photon Radiation
The Sun provides essentially collimated radiation with a reasonably well defined intensity
and spectrum (the Sun's visible disk subtends an angle of 32 arcmin at 1 AU). The solar
constant I 0 is the rate at which solar energy at all wavelengths is received above the Earth's
atmosphere on a surface normal to the incident radiation and at the Earth's mean distance
from the Sun. A commonly used value of this constant is 2.00-+0.04 g-cal/cm 2 min
(1396-+28 W/m 2) refs. 17 and 18). A recent reevaluation of the constant indicates a value of
1.94-+0.02 g-cal/cm 2 min (1353-+20 W/m 2) (ref. 19).
The Earth's eccentric orbit about the Sun causes a periodic variation in the observed solar
intensity. The adjusted solar intensity I for a near-Earth orbiting satellite can be expressed as
a function of time as
1 = I o {3(t)
where I 0 is the solar constant at 1 AU and 13(t) is a correction factor that varies with the
actual Earth-Sun distance during a year. The values of I and _3 as a function of time are
illustrated in figure 7.
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Figure 7.-Solar intensity as a function of day number.
2.4.2 Earth Reflectance
The Earth and its atmosphere comprise a diffusO reflector whose spectrum is generally
assumed to be the same as that of direct solar radiation. An often used measure of Earth
reflectance is the Earth albedo, defined as the fraction of incident solar radiation, averaged
over a time period, that is reflected to space. Because the reflected radiation is not
collimated, the mathematical complexity of integrating the reflected radiation over the
visible surface of the Earth makes it difficult to determine the resulting force on the
spacecraft. The average intensity, in watts per square meter, of reflected solar radiation that
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Figure 8.-Average intensity of solar energy reflected by Earth (from ref. 21).
1This assumption is wea k, because the Earth and its atmosphere are not homogeneous and Earth
reflectance is nonisotropic and wavelength dependent (ref. 20).
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is incidenton a surfacenormalto the localverticalat altitudesbetween102and 105n.mi.
andat variousanglesfrom the Earth-Sunline is illustratedin figure8. Thevaluesarebased
o11anannualaveragealbedoof 0.34(ref. 21).
2.4.3 Earth Radiation
The Earth and its atmosphere emit diffuse radiation with a spectrum that is approximated
by the spectrum of a 288 ° K blackbody in the regions where the atmosphere is transparent,
and by the spectrum of a 218 ° K blackbody in regions where the atmosphere has low
transmittance, as illustrated in figure 9 (ref. 22). About 95 percent of this emitted radiation
originates from the Earth or in the lower atmosphere and the remainder from above the
troposphere. Emitted radiation as a function of latitude is illustrated in figure 10 (ref. 22).
The effect of Earth radiation on a satellite at synchronous altitude is between 0.2 and 0.3
percent of the effect of direct solar radiation.
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Figure 9.-A typical spectral emissive power curve for thermal radiation emitted by Earth (ref. 27).
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2.4.4 Spacecraft Radiation
Spacecraft commonly emit thermal and radiofrequency radiation that can cause a
disturbance torque. This emitted radiation causes a reaction force upon emission, and if it
impinges on another part of the spacecraft structure, generates an impingement force. The
amount of thermal power radiated per unit area is a function of the emissivity and
temperature of the radiating surface as well as of the solid angle into which the surface
radiates. For the most general case, the emissivity at a point of the spacecraft surface
depends on the temperature at the point and on the direction in which the energy is
radiated. In the determination of radiation forces caused by emission, it is common to
assume that the emissivity is a function only of temperature, and that each element of area
radiates diffusely into a hemisphere. A diffuse radiator, or Lambertian source, has equal
radiant power per unit solid angle per unit projected area in any direction. The power
12
radiatedfrom anelementof area on the spacecraft is
E = ae T 4
where
E = emissive power in W/m 2
e = nondirectional emissivity, dimensionless
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67x I 0 -8 W/m 2_ (OK)4
T = surface temperature in degrees Kelvin
A consequence of the assumption of diffuse radiation is that the reaction force is normal to
the surface and is equal to 2/3(E[c), where c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
Determination of the force and associated torques generated by emitted thermal radiation
requires a knowledge of the temperature distribution over the spacecraft and the
temperature-dependent emissivity of the materials used in the exterior components. For
most spacecraft, the thermal radiation is nearly isotropic. This source of disturbance torque
is much smaller than previously described sources and is not included in the analysis. This
source could, however, be of significance on future spacecraft using radioisotope thermionic
generators (RTG) or thermoelectric generators. For example, in the generation of 100 W of
electrical power, it may be necessary to provide for the radiation of 2000 to 5000 W of
thermal power. In this case, the force per unit area resulting from spacecraft radiation
considerably exceeds the solar radiation forces and must be accounted for in the design and
location of the RTG radiator. Thus, in the mission analysis and configuration studies for the
Thermoelectric Outer Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) for the Grand Tour type of mission, the
design of the RTG interacts with both the control-system design and the trajectory analysis.
Emitted radiation in the radiofrequency range does not presently make a significant
contribution to the forces and disturbance torques acting on a spacecraft.
2.5 Radiation Forces
When radiant energy is incident on a surface, the surface is subjected to a force per unit
area, i.e., surface stress, equal to the vector difference between the impinging and reflected
momentum flux. If the impinging flux on the surface is known, the reflected flux can be
analytically d_scribed by the reflection distribution function and the directional emissivity
as described in reference 23. In practice, the properties of the surface (sec. 2.7) are rarely
known in sufficient detail to evaluate the required functions, and therefore the assumption
is made that all the incident radiation is absorbed, reflected specularly, reflected diffusely,
or some combination of these. Both the nonisotropic optical properties of the surface and
the variation of these properties as a function of the spectral content and angle of incidence
of the impinging radiation1 are generally ignored.
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Figures 11, 12, and 13 give the radiation-force expressions for an absorbing, a specularly
reflecting, and a diffusely reflecting surface.
I1
Incident \ s
nl,- dA
Figure 1 l.-Radiation force for a completely absorbing
surface.
df a =I [ca (-cos 0 n + sin 0 s)] cos 0 dA
where ca = absorption coefficient, the fraction of the
incident radiation that is absorbed. For this case, ea = 1,
Ors = O, Crd = O.
la
,°c, ent\ /
_n-" dA
Figure 12. Radiation force for a completely specularly
reflecting surface.
df a =/[-(1 + Ors) cos 0 n + (1 - Ors) sin 0 s] cos 0 dA
where ers = coefficient of specular reflection, the frac-
tion of the incident radiation that is specularly reflected.
For this case, ca = O, Crs = 1, Crd = O.
tl
sjJ
Figure 13.-Radiation force for a completely diffusely
reflecting surface.
dfrd =/[-(cos 0 + 2]3 Crd n + sin 0 s] cos 0 dA
where Crd = coefficient of diffuse reflection, the fraction
of the incident radiation that is diffusely reflected. For
this case, c a = O, Crs = O, Crd = 1.
In general, when assuming that the incident radiation is partly absorbed, partly reflected
specularly, partly reflected diffusely, and that negligible backscattering occurs, the
differential radiation force on an elemental area dA is given by equation (2-1):
l 2 1 (2-1)
with
O _ ca + Crs + Crd <_ 1
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where
I = energy per unit time through a cross-sectional unit area, in N/m 2
c = speed of light, in m/sec
and ca, Crs, and Crd are as defined in figures 11, 12, and 13.
In the above equation, the force contributions of diffuse reflection are based on the
assumption that the reflected energy varies as the cosine of the angle between the direction
of the reflected flux and the surface normal n. It is also assumed that the incident radiation
is either completely absorbed or completely reflected; i.e., the surface under consideration is
completely opaque. This assumption is reasonable for most spacecraft materials, but is
invalid when a continuous surface is used to approximate discontinuous surfaces such as a
mesh antenna or a screen boom. Generally, I/c is modified to account for the radiation that
does not impinge on a surface.
The differential-radiation-force expression can be extended to part!ally include secondary
reflection (ref. 24). Secondary reflection is normally not a significant factor, but when large
portions of the spacecraft structure are illuminated by reflection from extended surfaces,
e.g., solar arrays, it is often necessary to ascertain whether secondary reflection effects can
be ignored.
Interested readers are referred to the work by L. E. Wiggins (ref. 25) on the application of
radiation forces to space vehicles. This work gives the completely generalized force for a
nonisotropic surface, specializes this to isotropic surfaces, further specializes to particular
types of reflection, gives the effect of variable reflectance on the forces and moments, and
presents tables of certain functions needed to calculate forces and moments on flat plates,
cylinders, cone frustums, and spherical segments.
2.6 Radiation Torque
The general expression for the radiation torque acting on a spacecraft is
L =f_._._ lxdr
where
L r = radiation torque
! = vector directed from the spacecraft mass center to element of area dA
df = radiation force on element of area dA (as derived in sec. 2.5)
s.e.s. = spacecraft exposed surface
15
The practicalapplicationof this expressioninvolvesa numberof approximationsin the
determinationof df as discussed in section 2.5 and in the integration over all spacecraft
surfaces.
In computing the torque contribution from the irradiated surfaces on the spacecraft, the
usual procedure is to approximate these surfaces by means of simple geometric shapes
(planes, cylinders, cones, spheres, etc.). If l' i is the vector from the mass center to an
hlfinitesimal area dA i on the surface under consideration, then the torque contribution from
this surface is
Lr i= f e.a" 1'i X df i
where e.a. = exposed area
df i = F idA i
with
Fi =_cos0 t-I(1 +Crs) COSO +2erd I n+(l-Crs) SinO SI
If the radiation force is constant or can be assumed constant over the surface, then the
torque contribution from this surface is
!
Lr i = ] i × f/ = (1 i × Fi)Ai
where A i is the total area of the surface. However, because the radiation force is seldom
constant over the surface, it is usually necessary to determine the radiation force, fi, by
evaluating the integral
fsurface FidAi
directly or approximately. The torque on the spacecraft is then obtained from the vector
sum of the torques on the elementary shapes that approximate the spacecraft, that is,
Lr = X
Further details on the application of this technique and its adaptation to computer methods
are found in references 24 and 26.
Many of the difficulties in precisely determining the radiation torque on a spacecraft are
evident from the above expressions. Factors affecting ft include changes in the optical
16
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characteristics of the surface; changes in geometry; e.g., bending of a boom, rotation of a
solar panel, etc.; partial shadowing of the surface, and so on. Shifts in the spacecraft mass
center will cause 1' i to change, but if the direction and magnitude of the shift are known,
the new l'i can be computed.
Torque calculations based on the projected area of the spacecraft on a plane normal to the
incident radiation must be used with caution, because components of torque in the
direction of the incident radiation are not accounted for.
2.7 Surface Properties
The radiation force on a surface is functionally related to the reflective, emissive, and
absorptive properties of the surface. The magnitude of the radiation force developed
depends on .the angle of incidence or emission, the wavelength, the temperature, the surface
roughness, the amount of time the surface is exposed to a particular environment, and the
effect of nuclear radiation on the surface. Table I lists some typical values for the spectral
reflectance, emittance, and solar absorptance of selected spacecraft materials. This table is
not intended to provide design information, but only to illustrate the range of possible
values for different materials. Use of the data in design is not recommended, because the
materials and surfaces are not sufficiently characterized.
The amount of radiation reflected from a selected surface varies primarily as a function of
the angle of incidence, the wavelength, and the material used. References 28 and 29 provide
figures illustrating the theoretical change in reflectivity as a function of the above-
mentioned parameters.
References 30, 3 l, and 32 include plots showing the variation of emittance as a function of
wavelength, time, angle of emission, and surface roughness. The accurate analytical
determination of the emittance of a surface when several parameters are varied
simultaneously is presently beyond the state of the art.
The absorption of incident radiation by opaque spacecraft materials generally occurs in the
protective coating on the surface and is essentially constant for thick films. A technique for
computing the normal solar absorptance from reflectance measurements is discussed in
reference 29.
The radiation reflected or emitted by the solar cells mounted on a spacecraft can contribute
significantly to the radiation force in the spacecraft. The amount of radiation reflected from
both bare and silicon oxide (SiO) coated solar cells is illustrated in figure 14 (ref. 33). As
illustrated, the silicon oxide coating significantly decreases the amount of incident radiation
reflected.
17
Table I. -Parameters for Selected Spacecraft Surface Materials a'b
Material
White paints
White paints exposed to Sun
Black paints
Black paints exposed to Sun
White paints after nuclear
radiation
Inorganic paint
Inorganic paint after nuclear
radiation
Aluminum film
Silver film
Gold film
Copper film
Platinum film
Sandblasted aluminum
Sandblasted stainless steel
Aluminum foil
Inconel foil
Inconel X foil
Chemically polished beryllium
Alumina
Zirconium oxide
Magnesium oxide
Thorium oxide
Steel with various finishes
Oxidized stainless steel at
600 ° C
Oxidized stainless steel at
]000 ° C
Bare n-on-p solar cell
SiO-coated solar cell
Reflectance,
0.6 to 2.0 microns
0.4 to 0.7
.4 to ,9
.8 to .98 c
,8 to .98 c
.82 to .96
.8 to .94 c
.15 to .8c
.32 to .3 I
(.4 to 1.0 micron)
.01 to .16
(.6 to 1.0 micron)
Emittance
at room temperature,
I micron
0.79 to 0.93
.82 to .92
.88 to .91
.84 to .87
.01
.01
.01
,01
.03
.2
.85
,04
.I
.15
.10
.03
.04
.06
.2
.4
.3 at 149 ° C
Solar
absorptance
0.33
.59
.94
.98
.35
.I0
.23
.07
,05
.19
.17
.24
.42
.75
.12
.38
,66
.50
aAdapted from refs. 21 and 26.
bValues are approximate, intended to bc indicative and nol for design use.
CBclow 0.6 micron, a sharp decrease in rcflcclance occurs.
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Figure 14.-Reflection from bare and coated solar cells as a function of wavelength (ref. 33).
The infrared emittance of a bare solar cell is about 0.3, but when a thin glass, fused silicon,
or sapphire cover is used on the solar cell, the infrared emittance is about 0.9 (ref. 31 ).
Surface properties of materials change during the life of a spacecraft. These changes can be
caused by contamination, ultraviolet irradiation, high-energy particle bombardment, nuclear
radiation, high temperatures, and sputtering. A nominal value for the surface and its
expected range of variation as the surface properties change can often be obtained from the
spacecraft's thermal-design group. In addition, the latest documents on the surface
properties of materials can be obtained from the Thermophysics Properties Research
Center. 2
2.8 Testing
No practical ground test has been devised to measure the radiation torque on a spacecraft.
Flight data for spacecraft of similar configuration can be used to determine analytically
radiation-torque effects when the flight data are sufficient to allow the radiation-torque
disturbance to be separated from other disturbances (as was the case on the Mariner 4 and 5
Spacecraft, refs. 15, 34, and 35).
2Thermophysics Properties Research Center, Purdue University Research Park, 2595 Yeager Road, West
Lafayette, Ind. 47906.
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Generally,testmeasurementsof parametersuchasthelocationof themasscenterandthe
surfacecharacteristicsareavailablefrom thestructural-design,thermal-design,andmaterial-
specificationsgroups. Thesedata, and data obtainedfrom a flight analysisof similar
spacecraftconfigurations,shouldbeusedto approximatetheradiationtorqueandto check
theaccuracyof theapproximation.
2.9 Summary
Flight experience has shown that radiation torques can significantly disturb the attitude and
spin rate of a spacecraft and therefore must be considered in the design of the spacecraft's
attitude-control system. Radiation torques should be considered in the design of large,
high-altitude spacecraft, gravity-stabilized satellites, and interplanetary spacecraft. Analyti-
cal techniques for determining the radiation torque require several simplifying assumptions
and approximations to make the problem solvable by numerical techniques, but the results
are sufficiently accurate to enable prediction of a spacecraft's performance.
Variable surface properties are commonly considered constant over fairly extensive areas so
that an approximation of the radiation torque can be made. Nominal values of the surface
parameters and of the range of variation of these values can generally be obtained from the
responsible design group, especially when the surfaces are used for thermal control.
Verification of the accuracy of the radiation-torque calculations can only be obtained from
in-flight measurements, because no practical laboratory test method has been developed for
measuring these torques.
3. CRITERIA
Consideration of disturbance torques arising from forces acting on the spacecraft is essential
to satisfactory design of attitude-control systems. It should be demonstrated that radiation
torques acting in combination with all other disturbance torques do not degrade the
performance of the attitude-control system. Where it is determined that radiation
disturbances are an important factor in the attitude-control-system design, the properties
and configuration of the spacecraft's exposed surfaces should be afforded special attention
during design, development, and fabrication.
3.1 Radiation-Torque Analysis
Analytical studies to determine the radiation torque acting on a spacecraft require the
following data. Accuracy of the data should be consistent with the phase of the
2O
i
development program and the sensitivity of the attitude-control system to radiation-torque
disturbances.
3.1.1 Radiation Sources
The irradiance and angle of incidence from all principal sources of radiant energy (e.g., Sun,
Earth reflectance, Earth emission, and spacecraft emission) should be determined for all
anticipated flight orientations of the spacecraft.
3.1.2 Surface Orientation
The area and orientation relative to radiation sources should be determined for surfaces of
all discrete shapes used to approximate the spacecraft.
3.1.3 Radiation Force
The net force acting at the spacecraft's effective center of pressure or the individual force
acting at the centers of pressure of the approximating shapes should be determined for all
expected flight configurations.
3.1.4 Radiation Torque
The radiation torque should be determined at such points in the orbit and times of the year
as are necessary to generate a profile of disturbance torques for all expected environmental
conditions.
3.1.5 Radiation-Torque Variations
The effects on the radiation torque of shifts in the spacecraft's mass center (caused by mass
expulsion, deployment, equipment jettison, etc.) and changes in the characteristics of
exposed surfaces (caused by environmental bending of booms, controlled or uncontrolled
motion of appendages, changes in surface properties, shadowing, etc.) should be evaluated.
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3.2 Evaluation of Radiation-Torque Effects
The evaluation of the effects of radiation torques on spinning and nonspinning spacecraft
should include, but not be limited to, the following considerations:
(1) Attitude-control-system actuator requirements; viz, peak torque, momentum storage,
and momentum transfer
(2) Attitude-control accuracy
(3) Deflection of extended structures
(4) Dynamic interactions of resonances caused by torque variation on spacecraft and
appendages
(5) Control-system propellant requirements
3.3 Control of Radiation Torque
Whenever radiation torques are dominant or, in combination with other torques, contribute
significantly to spacecraft attitude-control disturbances, procedures should be instituted for
the determination and control of the spacecraft's mass distribution, exposed areas, and
surface properties. These procedures should be initiated in the early design phase and
maintained throughout the development program.
4. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
Assessment of radiation torques should be accomplished in the early design phase of
spacecraft development. Other than actual flight experience with a prototype, experimental
or test techniques to ascertain the magnitude of radiation torque do not exist. Therefore,
current practices for estimating these torques are based on knowledge accumulated from
previous flight experience and on analytical techniques developed to obtain useful
approximations.
Radiation torques generally can be reduced to acceptable levels by properly designing the
exposed surfaces so that the radiation forces are balanced about the spacecraft's mass
center.
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4.1 Radiation-Torque Analysis
4.1.1 General Procedure
The objectives of a torque analysis in the preliminary phase of spacecraft design are to
achieve a reasonable approximation of the magnitude of the torques, to identify the
geometrical features having the greatest potential for causing attitude-stabilization problems,
and to determine the constraints imposed on the attitude-control system for each proposed
geometry. The preliminary analysis should facilitate development of decision values
concerning the tradeoffs associated with alternative design configurations and indicate
whether more precise analysis is needed. The technique of locating the point of application
of the net radiation force by projection of the approximated configuration of the spacecraft
onto a plane normal to the incident radiation is useful in the preliminary analysis, if
applied with caution. However, these techniques, such as the shadowgraph, etc., are not
recommended when more than an approximation of the magnitude is required, because the
results are limited by approximating the surface characteristics and by neglecting those
components of radiation force in the plane of the projection.
When radiation torques are indicated as a significant cause of spacecraft-attitude
disturbance, detailed analysis is necessary. This analysis will require close coordination
among the control-systems, structural-design, thermal-design, and material-specification
groups. Approximations of mass center and the point of application of the net radiation
force at this preliminary state can only be based on gross mass estimates for the main
spacecraft structure, all major appendages, and spacecraft geometry that can be approxi-
mated by an appropriate combination of tetrahedrons, cylinders, spheres, cones, and plates
in combination with estimates of their surface optical properties. As the design progresses,
the participating groups should be aware of all changes in configuration and materials, so
that the effects of these changes may be evaluated from each group's viewpoint.
Methods of analysis that treat the radiation-torque problem with a .level of detail
commensurate with the state of the art are discussed in references 23, 24, and 26. These
methods (briefly reviewed in secs. 2.4 and 2.5) should be adapted to the design effort
being undertaken.
4.1.2 Characterization of Radiation Environment
The analytical techniques described in section 4.1.1 require that the source characteristics of
the incident radiation be defined. The following expressions and the values listed in Table II
are recommended for describing the incident radiation associated with tile identified
sources.
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Direct solar radiation.-Collimated electromagnetic radiation with spectra are presented in
references 17 and 27. The solar flux, I o, at 1 AU is approximately 1396 W/m 2 with a
variation of about 2 percent for the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit. For solar orbits
1396
[d = R 2 W/m2
Table IL -bltensity of Radiation Sources for a Satellite at the Subsolar Point a
Geocentric Radiation sources
distance, Solar radiation, Earth reflectance, Earth radiation,
km W/m 2 W/m 2 W/m2
500
1 000
2 000
3 000
4 000
5 000
6 000
7 000
8 000
9 000
I 0 000
12 000
15 000
20 000
25 000
30 000
60 000
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
1395
600
500
300
230
180
140
120
100
75
65
60
45
30
20
15
12
7
150
117
89
75
62
53
46
40
38
33
27
18
14
8
4
3
2
aValues for Earth reflectance and Earth emission assume a spherical satellite.
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where R is the distance from the Sun in AU. Direct solar radiation is the most significant
source of radiation incident on the spacecraft.
Earth reflectance.-Diffusely reflected solar radiation has a spectrum approximately the same
as that of the Sun. The intensity of Earth reflectance is at least one order of magnitude
smaller than that of direct solar radiation for altitudes above 7000 kin. This intensity is
dependent upon the illuminated surface of the Earth that is visible to the spacecraft, the
solar angle, and the position of the spacecraft in space. The effect of Earth reflectance is
greatest when the spacecraft is at the subsolar point.
Earth radiation.-Diffusely emitted thermal radiation having the spectrum illustrated in
figure 9 (sec. 2.4.3). This thermal emission is approximated by a 255 ° K blackbody yielding
an average intensity of about 243 W/m 2 at the Earth's surface.
The incident radiation on a spherical satellite of unit cross-sectional area can be expressed as
_/__f cos_
Ie - _ J E.s.s.s. d 2 dS
where
dS
d
= global average emission constant (243 W/m 2)
= element of differential area on the surface of the Earth
= distance from satellite to dS
= angle between the normal to dS and dO
E.s.s.s. = Earth surface seen by satellite
Spacecraft emission.-The thermal radiation emitted by the spacecraft at any point (y, 0) on
a surface with a temperature distribution T (y, 0) and emissivity e (T), and expressed as
E (y, O) = e IT O', o)l oT 4 (y, O) I¢/m 2
For diffuse emission, the effective flux is normal to the surface and of magnitude 2/3E (y,
0) (ref. 20).
4.1.3 Radiation Force
The two most commonly used techniques for determining the radiation force on a
spacecraft involve the approximation of the surface configuration using a number of simple
geometric shapes, and the assumption that the radiation force is equivalent to the force
normally incident on a plane representing the projected area of the spacecraft. The latter
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method is not recommendedfor accuratedeterminationof the radiation torque when
diffuseor specular reflecting surfaces are asymmetrically distributed about the mass center.
The incident radiation force on a surface depends on the surface's characteristics, that is, on
what fraction of the radiation it absorbs, or reflects specularly or diffusely. When
considering a curved surface, a common practice is to consider these characteristics, which
vary considerably as a function of the angle of incidence, as constant. For flat plates, the
variation in reflectivity as a function of angle of incidence can be estimated.
Because many spacecraft surfaces receive thermal coatings, nominal (handbook).values for
the optical properties of commonly used materials may not be valid. Values for each surface
should be obtained from the group responsible for the thermal characteristics of the
spacecraft. When the characteristics of the (opaque) surface have been determined, the
differential force df on an element of surface dA is determined from the following
expression:
I/,+Cr,> o,0 ,,+t,c,,>s n0 )
(See sec. 2.5 for definition of terms.)
4.1.4 Center of Radiation Pressure
A simplifying concept used in determining the torque contribution from the various
irradiated surfaces of the spacecraft is the center of pressure (c.p.). The center of pressure is
defined as a point defined by the intersection of a plane, through the spacecraft centerof
mass, and the line of action of the single force normal to that plane, which can replace the
resultant radiation force and couple acting on the spacecraft. A condition for the existence
of the center of pressure is that the resultant force and couple be coplanar. Its location
relative to a reference point on the spacecraft can be expressed mathematically as follows:
where
_Oc.p .
9
L
= the vector distance of the center of pressure from a reference point on the
spacecraft (such as the mass center)
= L/F
= total torque
The center of pressure, when it exists, does not represent torque components parallel to the
incident force.
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(a)
X.
(b)
y Cone
r1
_ X2------_
: Xc.g._
y Spheroid
r2
c.
I c.g.
(]] -_x
"_0 c.g.
Generatingcurve: x = y tan 0
2/3 tan 0 -r137
x(:.p.= Lr2Fr-_232_ r12_.1
[Xc.p] =2/3X2
XI=0
Generatingcurve: (x- R)2 + y2 = R2
Xc.p- = x2 (2R- x2) - xI (2R - x1)
_-R-2/3 x2]
[Xc.p.] =X2L2R-x2 J
x1 = 0
ForO<x2<R, 1/2x2< lxc.p] < 1/3 x2
Xl= 0
_3_
r1
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(c)
Paraboloid
focus
1 ------_ x
Generating curve: y2 = 4 f x
Xc.p. = 1/2 (x2 + Xl)
Xc.pl :1/2 x2
-XI= 0
Figure 15.-Torque and center of pressure for absorbing surfaces of revolution: (a) cone, (b) spheroid, and
(c) paraboloid.
2 fy=r 2
Xc.p. _ r2 _ r2 xy dy
2 t j Y=rt
If the surface is inverted, i.e., if the generating curve is defined in the (-x,+y)quadrant,
the moment arm becomes (Xc.g" + Xc. p.).
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When the assumption is made that the spacecraft absorbs all the incident radiation, an
estimate of the radiation torque can be obtained by assuming that the radiation force is
equivalent to the force normally incident on a plane representing the projected area of the
spacecraft. Thus, when this method is used, the center of pressure is at the centroid of the
projected area.
The determination of the center of pressure can also be obtained by using simple
geometrical shapes to approximate the spacecraft surface. Figure 15 (ref. 36) shows the
location of the center of pressure for several simple figures of revolution, assuming total
illumination. Reference 26 gives other examples that include cylinders, spheres, and booms.
For the case of determining the center of pressure, a coordinate frame is assumed at the
centroid of the simple geometrical shape under consideration. For convenience, one axis of
the coordinate frame is oriented toward the incident radiation. The location of the center of
pressure relative to the local body centroid (in local body coordinates) can be determined
from the following equation:
r × FdA = rc.p. X F
r
where
r
F
rc .p.
Fr
= vector to the surface element dA
= force per unit area acting on dA
= vector from the origin of the local frame to the center of pressure
= radiation force on the entire illuminated area =fF dA
4.1.5 Radiation Torque Acting on the Spacecraft
Location of the center of pressure of each of the sub-bodies used to approximate the
spacecraft allows calculation of the total torque acting on the spacecraft from the equation
t1
Lr=_ ii× fi
i:1
where
Lr = radiation torque
I i = vector distance from the spacecraft's mass center to the center of pressure of the
ith sub-body (1i also equals lie + rc.p. , where lie is the distance from the
spacecraft's mass center to the centroid of the ith sub-body)
fi = fs Fi dAi = total force acting on the ith sub-body
n = number of satellite surfaces
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4.1.6 Variation of Radiation Torque
The dependence of the total radiation torque on various factors requires that a sensitivity
analysis be performed to determine the magnitude of the change in torque as a function of
the departure of these various factors from their nominal values. The torque calculations can
be repeated assuming worst-case departures from nominal values for such parameters as mass
center, surface characteristics, motion of the sub-bodies, etc. Alternatively, sensitivity
parameters for each of the factors can be developed by differentiating the defining torque
equations.
4.2 Minimization of the Effects of Radiation
Proper design of the spacecraft can reduce rad&tion torques to manageable levels. An
applicable technique is to balance the radiation forces about the spacecraft's mass center by
designing the exposed surfaces so that the proper distribution, surface shape, angle relative
to the source(s), and optical properties are achieved. Frequently the disturbance torque can
be reduced to a tolerable level by adding properly positioned fixed compensating plates.
Because only surface area is important, a negligible weight penalty is involved.
Radiation torques associated with thermal radiation from the spacecraft can be reduced to
negligible levels by controlling the temperature distribution on surfaces so that the resultant
radiation force passes through, or very near, the spacecraft's mass center. The surface
properties and configuration that are important to radiation-torque control are constrained
by the requirements for thermal control; these constraints, however, do not necessarily
compromise efforts to minimize the disturbance torque.
4.2.1 Passively Stabilized Spacecraft
The stabilizhag torques for passively stabilized spacecraft are typically smaller than are those
encountered on actively stabilized spacecraft. Therefore, these types of spacecraft are more
susceptible to disturbances caused by radiation torques.
4.2.1.1 Spin-Stabilized Spacecraft
Many spin-stabilized satellites do not have the capability of controlling the torque about
their spin axis, but use inertia to maintain their spin rate. These satellites are sensitive to
alterations of their spin rates by any external torque, even the comparatively small torques
resulting from radiation forces.
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Small satelliteswith rigidly attachedtilted solar panelsaresusceptibleto the windmill
effect,whichcausespin-ratechanges.Thiseffectcanbealleviatedby tilting thesolarpanels
so that the radiation torque from adjacentpanelsis asnearlyequalin magnitudeand
oppositein directionas is possiblefor prevailingSunangles.Whenthis techniqueisused,
stepsshouldbe taken to insurethat the centerof pressurelies on the spin axisof the
spacecraft,becausedisplacementof thecenterof pressurein aplanenormalto thespinaxis
(asmight be causedby asymmetricalshadowingfrom a despunsectionof thespacecraft)
will produceatorquealongthespinaxis.
If the centerof pressureof aspacecraftisdisplacedalongthespinaxis,theresultingtorque
will tend to causethe spacecrafto precessaroundthe incident radiationvector. If this
problemexists,asolutionwouldbeto addcompensatingplates.
If the spacecraftrequireslong,flexibleappendages,uchasthoseusedonAlouette 1and2
satellites,the despinratecausedby radiationforcescanbereducedby attachingtip platesas
shown in figure 16. The tip platesare placednormal to the boomsand generatean
additionalaveragetorque, oppositein sign,about the spin axis by virtue of the same
thermal-bendingphaselag that is responsiblefor the torque on the booms(ref. 9). An
alternativepracticeis to useextendablestructuresdesignedto minimizethermalbending.
.......i Tip plate
L)
t_.._Tip plate
Solar
radiation
Figure 16.-Tip plates.
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4.2.1.2 Gravitationally Stabilized Satellites
Gravitationally stabilized satellites, especially those orbiting at high altitudes, are sensitive to
thermal bending because of the comparatively small magnitude of the gravity-restoring
torque and because of the long booms required for gravity stabilization. At low altitudes
(viz, below 4000 kin), the gravity torque is large compared to radiation torques, and
therefore, symmetry might be violated in favor of simplicity for modest pointing accuracies.
At high altitudes (viz, synchronous altitude), a technique for minimizing radiation torques
is to use booms that provide a symmetrical area about the satellite's mass center. When the
Sun is at oblique angles relative to a pair of symmetrical booms, thermal bending can create
an asymmetry that results in an unbalanced solar radiation torque as shown in figure 17. At
oblique Sun angles, the thermally deformed upper boom has a greater length, L1, for
producing solar radiation torque than does the lower boom with length L 2. To minimize
this problem, booms that are less susceptible to thermal bending should be used. For
example, the interlocked, perforated booms used on the Radio Astronomy Explorer A
(RAE-A) satellite (ref. 16) can be used to reduce solar radiation torques.
Incident
radiation\\
\
2)
Booms
Figure 17.-Boorns parallel to incident
radiation are not deflected.
4.2.1.3 Solar-Radiation-Stabilized Spacecraft
Spacecraft using passive solar stabilization (refs. 26 and 36) have been suggested but not
flown. The functional design of these spacecraft makes them sensitive to other sources of
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radiation,suchasEarthreflectanceandemission,spacecraftemission,etc.In addition,care
shouldbe exercisedin designinga passive,solar-stabilizedspacecraft,becauseit wouldbe
very sensitiveto all otherdisturbancetorques,suchasto massexpulsionin the caseof
Mariner4.
4.2.2 Actively Stabilized Spacecraft
Radiation torques present no difficulty for the typical actively stabilized spacecraft. To
insure that the spacecraft is capable of controlling radiation-torque disturbances, a
calculation of the largest radiation torque on the spacecraft when it is in the most
asymmetrical attitude relative to the Sun should be made. During the design of the
attitude-control system, design features can be incorporated that use radiation torques to
stabilize rather than to disturb the attitude of the spacecraft.
When the spacecraft is solar or stellar oriented, the radiation torque is essentially constant,
and the angular impulse imparted to the spacecraft continually increases. If the control
system must expend fuel to reduce or eliminate this accumulated angular momentum, even
a small radiation torque may create a problem on a mission of extended duration. If a
worst-case analysis indicates that a problem exists with respect to fuel requirements, a
system of active torque-compensating vanes such as used for Mariner 4 (sec. 2.3) may
provide the desired radiation-torque balance.
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NASA SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA
MONOGRAPHS ISSUED TO DATE
SP-8001 (Structures)
SP-8002 (Structures)
SP-8003 (Structures)
SP-8004 (Structures)
SP-8005 (Environment)
SP-8006 (Structures)
SP-8007 (Structures)
SP-8008 (Structures)
SP-8009 (Structures)
SP-8010 (Environment)
SP-8011 (Environment)
SP-8012 (Structures)
SP-8013 (Environment)
SP-8014 (Structures)
SP-8015 (Guidance and
Control)
SP-8016 (Guidance and
Control)
SP-8017 (Environment)
SP-8018 (Guidance and
Control)
Buffeting During Launch and Exit, May 1964
Flight-Loads Measurements During Launch and Exit, Decem-
ber 1964
Flutter, Buzz, and Divergence, July 1964
Panel Flutter, May 1965
Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, June 1965
Local Steady Aerodynamic Loads During Launch and Exit,
May 1965
Buckling of Thin-Walled Circular Cylinders, revised August
1968
Prelaunch Ground Wind Loads, November 1965
Propellant Slosh Loads, August 1968
Models of Mars Atmosphere (1967), May 1968
Models of Venus Atmosphere (1968), December 1968
Natural Vibration Modal Analysis, September 1968
Meteoroid Environment Model-1969 (Near Earth to Lunar
Surface), March 1969
Entry Thermal Protection, August 1968
Guidance and Navigation for Entry Vehicles, November 1968
Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft Control Sys-
tems, April 1969
Magnetic Fields-Earth and Extraterrestrial, March 1969
Spacecraft Magnetic Torques, March 1969
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SP-8019(Structures)
SP-8020(Environment)
SP-8021(Environment)
SP-8023(Environment)
SP-8024(Guidanceand
Control)
SP-8025(Chemical
Propulsion)
SP-8028(Guidanceand
Control)
SP-8029(Structures)
SP-8031(Structures)
SP-8032(Structures)
Bucklingof Thin-WalledTruncatedCones,September1968
MarsSurfaceModels(1969),May 1969
Modelsof Earth'sAtmosphere(120 to 1000kin),May 1969
LunarSurfaceModels,May 1969
SpacecraftGravitationalTorques,May 1969
SolidRocketMotorMetalCases,April 1970
EntryVehicleControl,November1969
Aerodynamicand Rocket-ExhaustHeatingDuringLaunchand
Ascent,May 1969
SloshSuppression,May1969
Bucklingof Thin-WalledDoubly CurvedShells,August1969
38 NASA-Langley, 1970 -- 29
